Three Views
of Hell
Christ is the Cure.org

Note: These graphics do not cover every detail of each position nor
the variations of each position. These are the “barebones” of the views.

Traditionalism - Eternal Conscious Torment
Birth

Those in Christ are made immortal to live in
the New Heavens and New Earth

Hell/Lake
of Fire

Intermediate State:
Hades/Sheol/The Grave

Death
Consciously held until final
judgment

Resurrection of all for
the Final Judgment

The conscious experience
of Hell is retributive, eternal,
and irreversible for eternity.
The punishment is corporal.

Those without Christ made
immortal to suffer in Eternal
Conscious Torment in accordance
with their sins.

Christ is the Cure.org

Conditionalism - Annihilationism

Birth

Only those in Christ are made immortal to
live in the New Heavens and New Earth

Hell/Lake
of Fire

Intermediate State:
Hades/Sheol/The Grave

Death
Consciously or unconsciously
held until final judgment

Resurrection of all for
the Final Judgment

Universalism - Universal Reconciliation
Birth

Hell/Lake
of Fire

Hades/Sheol/The Grave

Consciously or unconsciously
held until final judgment

Those without Christ are punished
in accordance with their sins and
are destroyed for eternity

Those in Christ are made immortal to live in
the New Heavens and New Earth

Intermediate State:

Death

The punishment of Hell is
retributive, eternal, final,
and irreversible for eternity.
The penalty is capital.

Resurrection of all for
the Final Judgment

The lake of fire is
temporary and remedial
for restoration instead of
retributive.

Those without Christ are refined in
the lake of fire and brought into
restoration with those in Christ.

Quick Comparison:
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Satan and
Demons

By being
restrained

Are eternally
being
punished

By being
destroyed

Can be
tormented
eternally or
suﬀer eternal
destruction

By being
converted

Can be
tormented
eternally or
saved

*functionally indestructible meaning that the views maintain the soul will not be destroyed, not
necessarily that they believe the soul cannot be destroyed.

